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Applicant

European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation was established in 2013.
The establishment of the European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation
Via Carpatia is based on the current EU legislation and results of the
cooperation between the two regions connected by their common
historical and cultural-linguistic traditions. Under the agreement of the
statutory countries, the founding members of the European Grouping of
Territorial Cooperation Via Carpatia are the Košice Self-governing Region
and the county of Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén.



Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén
Megyei Önkormányzat

The Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén County Government is one of the 19
Hungarian county governments.
A county government in Hungary carries out spatial development, rural
development, spatial planning and coordination tasks, and from 2014 it
is responsible for investment promotion. 
Its functioning covers the whole territory of the county, a county
government is a kind of an umbrella organization for local governments.
Its tasks and authority are exercised by the assembly and it is
represented by the chairperson of the assembly. 



Lääne-Harju Koostöökogu
Western-Harju Partnership is an NGO that is founded with a mission to
promote the rural life, support and carry out local initiatives in Western
Harju Region in cooperation with local NGOs, entrepreneurs and
municipalities.
Western-Harju Partnership is a local action group (LAG) of the European
support-scheme LEADER. LEADER has been set up to act as link between
European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) and the
project implementers in the local area. It also means that the LAG has an
important role in engaging 3 sectors (public, private and NGO) in setting
and accomplishing common goals.
LAG Western-Harju Partnership was founded in 2006 and encompasses
76 members in 2 municipalities with a total population of nearly 20 000
people and territory of slightly over 1000 km2.
Western Harju Partneship is a regional development center,
commissioning studies, organizing various trainings and study trips to its
members and target groups.



Associazione Bio-Distretto
Della Via Amerina e delle Forre

Biodistretto della Via Amerina e delle Forre in Italy, which is a non profit
organisitaion that includes the territories of 13 municipalities of the province of
Viterbo (50 km north of Rome), with a population of approximately 70.000
inhabitants , were more than 300 organic farms are active.
Biodistretto della Via Amerina e delle Forre is an association based on
membership. The members are 13 municipalities of the Province of Viterbo and
the local organic farmers association.
The main aim of the association is to promote sustainable development at
territorial level with an agroecological approach. Other sectors included in his
mandate are sustainable tourism, renewable energy, environment protection,
circular economy.



Jevišovice

Jevišovice is a town in the Znojmo district of the South Moravian Region,
16 km northwest of Znojmo on the Jevišovce River. Approximately 1,200
inhabitants live here.
Thanks to its preserved Baroque development from the 18th century, the
historical center of the city in 1990 was declared an urban monument
zone. Since 23 January 2007, the municipality has been returned to the
status of a city. The town is the natural center of the Jevišovice micro-
region and is also the seat of the Volunteer Union of Jevišovice,
established in 2002. Neighboring villages are Černín, Boskovštejn,
Bojanovice, Vevčice and Střelice.
The municipality, in 2019, started a twinning process with the Italian
municipality of Gradoli.



Višňové was first mentioned in writing in 1234. At that time the fortress was
in the possession of Jan and Matúš of Višňová. Jan of Višňová probably
belonged to the retinue of Přemysl Otakar II during his time in Moravia. The
predicate of Višňová is one of the oldest in Moravia. The church with the
parish priest Otto is mentioned in a document from 1253.
Regionally, Višňové is one of the largest municipalities. It is also possible to
speak about full civic amenities of the village.
There are doctors' offices, a primary school, a kindergarten, a number of
shops, services, tradesmen, companies, a post office, a building office and a
registry office.
Agricultural production is represented by several private farmers.

Višňové



Santa Lucija Local Council is a Local Government body operating under
the Malta Local Council Act and it has been established since 1993. The
Council administers the area within the registered boundaries. 
The Councils’ main aim is to improve and create new physical and social
regeneration projects, as well as spur development through local
heritage, tourism and cultural industries. The municipality words closely
to non-governmental organizations and private enterprises to develop
activities for the local community. 
Santa Lucija is already affiliated with a town in China, that has similarities
in its garden infrastructures. Together they work on improving the
business sector in both countries, assisting each other with the contacts
and logistics. 
The Council has signed a "Friendship and Cooperation Agreement" with
the Municipality of Lubriano (Italy), as both towns have been working
together for a number of years and have similarities between their
communities.

Santa Luċija



Pomiechówek

Gmina Pomiechówek is a rural Municipality in east-central Poland, covering
an area of 102.31 skm with a total population of 8,941 inhabitants.
Pomiechówek benefits of the closeness with Warsaw, helping to contrast
depopulation. In the past year successfully implemented several dozen
investment projects, largely supported by the European funds and external
subsidies, including construction of a modern wastewater treatment plant,
sports hall, kindergarten from the Social Integration Center, a rope park, a
riverside promenade, reconstruction of the public library and the Municipal
Cultural Center with a cinema, for this reason it is an example of best
practices in the field of social management and development and can bring
added value to the project.
Pomiechówek is twinned with the Municipality of Antrodoco (Italy).
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Town Twinning

To foster European
citizenship and to

improve conditions
for civic and
democratic

participation at
Union level

Town Twinning are projects bringing together a wide range of partner towns in a
town twinning event around topics in line with the objectives of the Programme and

taking into consideration the multi-annual priorities

To promote
opportunities for

societal and
intercultural

engagement and
volunteering at

Union level

Debating Solidarity
in times of crisis

and the Future of
Europe



Solidarity is usually considered a private act towards people in need,
but it is also, and most importantly, the value upon which small
communities around Europe have grown and endured difficulties. The
crises that struck the EU in the past year hardly affected rural areas,
increasing depopulation and resulting often in a negative perception of
the institutions both at the national and EU level, creating feelings of
opposition and a fertile ground for propaganda that contribute to the
erosion of the solidarity tissue at European level.

Solidarity in times of crisis



Activities

Practices
sharing upon
the theme of

WEROPE
Project

Group work
and debate

Cultural and
integrational

moments



General objective

To foster European citizenship and to
improve conditions for civic and

democratic participation at Union level.



Specific aim

Encourage democratic and civic participation of
citizens at Union level, by developing citizens'

understanding of the Union policy making-
process and promoting opportunities for

societal and intercultural engagement and
volunteering at Union level.



Priorities

Debating the future of Europe and
challenging Euroscepticism

Promoting solidarity as a basic concept



DISSEMINATION LOCAL ACTIVITIES INFO TEMPLATE

- Facebook and website
- Press-Releases

- Poster

A local event to show
your community what
has been done during

WEROPE

A file with the
information about the

meeting should be
uploaded on the website

of the municipalities

Follow up
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WEROPE-We are Europe www.werope.wordpress.com



The Role of Young People in Poverty Reduction 
 

How to improve solidarity actions among young
european citizens to promote equal opportunities of

development and growth
 

Please, analyse the situation in your town and
Country and propose how, through collaboration
and solidarity, the problem can be approached at

European level.
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